Current ultramicrotomes use a discontinuous motion where the knife engages and disengages the block releasing each section one-at-a-time into the knife's waterboat. This creates short strips of sections that must be manually scooped from the water onto slot grids. Such a mechanism is difficult to automate since once a section is released the mechanism has effectively lost control of it. In contrast, the ATLUM produces a continuous ribbon of tissue by lathing an ultrathin strip off the surface of an axle-mounted cylindrical block containing a multitude of embedded tissue samples. The knife never disengages from the tissue block, but instead traces a continuous spiral path through the block. (A typical block may be 2mm wide, 20mm in circumference and contain four 1mm 3 tissue samples, producing a continuous ribbon of resin 2mm wide having 1mm 2 tissue sections spaced at 5mm intervals.) A copper tape (which may be pre-coated with a support film) is fed, like a conveyor belt, into the waterboat of the diamond knife to collect the continuous tissue ribbon at the same speed the ribbon is being cut from the block. In this way, the fragile floating tissue ribbon is always under control being held at one end by the copper tape conveyor belt and at the other end still attached to the block. This continuous, synchronized motion of the rotating block, advancing diamond knife, and collecting conveyor belt is sustained until the entire depth of the tissue samples has been sliced and collected onto one long copper tape.
This tape can then be placed on a masking mechanism that stamps the bare copper side with a resistink pattern, consisting of a 3mm diameter disk having a center hole, directly under each collected tissue section. The copper tape can then be placed on an etching apparatus and a copper etching solution can be used to remove all copper not patterned with the ink, revealing a series of TEM slot grids with the tissue already attached and ready for staining and imaging. We are currently developing and debugging this process using two prototype machines, one designed for thick sectioning and light microscopy (LM) only, the other optimized for ultrathin sectioning. Fig. 1A and B shows the LM-only prototype and its conveyor-belt collection process. Fig.1C shows the finished tissue-tape being imaged. Tapes containing over 1000 sections (3 meters in total length) have been collected on this prototype machine in "hands free" operation and without breaks. Fig. 2A shows the ultrathin sectioning ATLUM prototype. The core cutting mechanism is designed around an airbearing rotary stage having <20nm of asynchronous radial runout error, and a linear actuated knife slide capable of 5nm steps. Fig. 2B is a close-up of its diamond knife and submerged copper tape conveyor belt. This prototype has already demonstrated sectioning of continuous 100nm strips with a thick-thin sectioning diamond knife. Tests of even thinner cutting with a better diamond knife and refinements of the collection mechanism and the copper tape etching process are in progress. B A C Fig. 1 . A. Thick-sectioning prototype lathe-microtome. B. Close up of cylindrical tissue block (27 1mm 3 embedded tissue samples) and a 2mm wide ribbon being microtomed, floated in waterboat, and collected on transparent support tape. C. Collected tissue-tape being imaged in a reel-to-reel fashion, in a light microscope. Each black dot on the tape is a single 1mm 2 tissue section.
A Fig. 2 . A. Ultrathin sectioning ATLUM prototype. B. Close-up of axle-mounted tissue block, diamond knife, and submerged copper tape conveyor belt for tissue collection.
